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EXAMINATION OF THE PHONOGRAPH RECORD UNDER 
THE MICROSCOPE. t 

By P~.RSIFOR FRAZER, JR., ,4.. M. 

At a meeting of the Philosophical Society, held April 5th, 1878, 
I described the results of some examinations of the tin foil whioh 
had been indented by the stylus, or needle point, of the phonograph. 

My object was to ascertain the shapes of the indentations made by 
different known sounds. For this purpose, Dr. Plush, the superin- 
tendent of the Philadelphia Local Telegraph Co, kindly offered his 
assistance. The vowels and diphthongs were spoken into the mouth- 
piece of the apparatus with small panels in the order seen on the 
diagram. 

These sounds were repeated thrice on each of three foils. They 
were then mounted on glass plates, separated, and labeled. Finally, 
at the suggestion of Mr. Knight, they were cut out and mounted o n  

another piece of glass vertically, instead of horizontally, in order 
that a number of the dents produced by any given sound might be on 
the screen at once. I am much indebted to Mr. Holman for his 
kindness in adapting the apparatus, which he himself will explain a 
little later to the purpose of showing these phonographic records. 

Lissajous, Leon Scott and KSn~g have provided the means of 
transforming sounds into form, in various ways, viz. : By bright points 
on the ends of steel bars of different thicknesses; by vibrating mem- 
branes at the extremity of a ,, phonautograph," and by flames reflected 
in a rotating mirror. It  was natural to conclude that the same vibra- 
tions, imparted to a steel point by means of a metal diaphragm, 
would leave an equally characteristic trace. 

It was intended to take a solid cast of these depressions in Canada 
balsam, or some other transparent substance, and then reproduce, in 
the mind's eye, the path of the stylus point. There has not been 
time for this. 

The same voice (that of Dr. Plush), speaking the following vowels 
and diphthongs as nearly as possible at the same distance from t h e  
mouthpiece, was relied upon for the matrices. 

i Presented at the meeting of the Franklin Institute, April 17th, 1878. 
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The first records tried, to ascertain whether the pronunciation was 
perfect~ were afterwards thrown away, and the records which were 
studied were not in any way injured by a second passage of the point 
of the stylus. 

By following along the nearly vertical line of impressions, which 
are at the same time in focus, it will be observed that this line con- 
sists of one lor~g followed by two shorts (or two shorts followed by 
one long), the indentations bearing a general resemblance to each 
other and to seeds. This is long A, or " Ah." A glance at short 

l~l ~ ~  i.=---- - . . ~ :  

[NoTz.--In the wood-cut, the forms made by the excursions of the stylus for the 
short letters are wider than they should be.] 

(as in " bat "), will show the same thing, but the seed-shaped hollows 
are narrower, and there are no abrupt terminations of the hollows by 
intervening parts of the foil which have not been touched by the 
needle-point. 

E (or ay), on the screen, looked like the magnets of two Bell tele- 
phones, with the small ends turned towards each other. In the 
diagram they look like two Indian clubs with the handles together. 
The same general resemblance is observed in E short, except that, as 
in ~ short, the volume of sound being less, the intensity was less, or 
(what is the measure of intensity) the path of the needle-point was 
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8hotter, and it seldom entirely cleared the foil; the consequence 
being a continuous groove of irregular, but normally irregular, width. 

Dr. Nolan, in faithfully transcribing the general appearance, to 
the eye, of these curves, was, of course, not able, in the limited time 
given him, to preserve the absolute thicknesses and lengths. These 
will be added in the memoir in the Proceedings of A. P. S., in the 
form of micrometric measurements to the "001 ram. 

l~ and ]E are much alike in general form, as also are O and O, the 
coupling of the pairs of the latter being the most striking feature. 
1]" and 1~', in the drawing, best show the difference in shape produced 
by less intensities; the short being drawn out, and more aeicular. 

OI is very interesting. The diphthong consists of Oi, and the 
very moulds which characterize their sounds are to be observed in 
the eat. 

OW presents a composite character, but its derivation has not yet 
been made out. 

The above presentation of the subject is necessarily crude and im- 
perfect, but will illustrate the possibilities of an exhaustive investiga- 
tion. It should be added, that Prof. Alfred Mayer has published, in 
the last number of the _Popular Science Monthly, a representation of 
the curves made by the a in bat, and a comparison of them, and of 
a section through their middle, with the curves of the K~inig flames, 
when agitated by the same sound. This was not brought to my 
notice till after the above work had been completed. There is a 
general resemblance between the forms of the excavations thus inde- 
pendently produced, though Prof. Mayer has one dot which I have 
not observed. 

Telephonic Transformations.--M. A. Demoget, of Nantes, 
estimates that only about T - ~  of the sound which is communicated 
to the telephone is transmitted to the receiver. He considers that 
the muscular effort of the speaker is transformed: 1, into vibrations 
of the air; 2, into metallic vibrations; 8, into magnetic waves; 4, 
into electric induction ; 5, into magnetic induction ; 6, into metallic 
vibrations; 7, into vibrations of the air; 8, into vibrations of the 
auditory apparatus. If  we suppose the loss of usefu~ effect at each 
transformation to be equal, the loss would be comprised between 
and ½. This represents, very nearly, the experimental efficiency of 
pumps.--Lcs Mondes. C. 


